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European Patent No. 1,319,211 B1 (Trading Technologies lntemational, Inc.)

Opposition thereto by Eceoware Limited

GROUNDS OF OPPOSITION

1. I Request

The Opponent requests that the Patent is revoked in fiill. In the event that the Opposition

Division is not prepared to revoke the Patent in its entirety, oral proceedings imder Art

116 EPC arerequested.

1]. Grounds For Opposition

This Opposition is made on the following grounds:

0 Art l00(c) EPC (added subject-matter); and

0 Art l00(a) EPC (non-patentable subject-matter, including Art 52(2)(c) and (d); Art 54;
and Art 56 EPC

111. The Opposed Patent

111.! The invention claimed is directed to the electronic trading of commodities [000]] and is

said to overcome drawbacks in the existing trading systems and to dramatically reduce

the time it takes for a trader to place a trade when electronically trading on an exchange

[O010].

111.2 The claims are directed to

0 A device for receiving commands relating to a commodity being traded on an

electronic exchange (claims l to 28);

0 A method ofoperating such a device (claims 29 to 52); and

0 A computer program product with program code adapted for execution of the claimed

method (claim 53).

111.3 The commercial embodiment of the claimed invention is the “MercurY’ display and

trading method [00l3]. Specifically the Patent is directed to a graphical user interface

[“GUI”] for displaying the market depth of the commodity being traded, including a

plurality ofbids and a plurality of asks along with their corresponding prices [00l4].
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